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ISRAEL: WHY DID WE GO?

TIME FOR THE LOUD CRY
Can there be a loud cry that doesn’t involve
Islam? Can The Great Hope spark that
cry? If not, why push it? More.
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Stop the applause
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Apologizing to Rome

TOUGH QUESTIONS …

TOUGHER ANSWERS!

I’m a Seventh-day Adventist. From stem to stern: “a bona-

bearing the headline: “Do Seventh-day Adventists hate

fide, card carrying, Seventh-day Adventist” (Ian Boyne’s

Catholics?” The answer of course is an emphatic “No!” We

words). It’s not an easy thing to challenge the leadership of

don’t hate anybody, but we do have a duty under God to re-

the church to which one happily belongs, but that’s exactly

mind planet earth of some of the more unpleasant facts of

what I feel compelled to do today.

history. Among them, this one: – from A.D. 538, when Roman Emperor Justinian’s decree that the Catholic Church

Our newest on-line videos explore hot-potato issues that

should be the State Church of the Roman Empire took effect,

the leadership probably wishes I (and all dissidents within the

until Napoleon’s forces took the Pope captive in 1798, the

church) would avoid, but how can we? The General Confer-

Roman Catholic Church slaughtered millions upon untold mil-

ence elections are upon us. How can any Seventh-day Advent-

lions of dissidents (she called them “heretics”) some for no

ist with eyes and ears – any Seventh-day Adventist who sees

greater crime than reading or possessing part of a Bible.

the ongoing sellout within the church – remain quiet today?
Stop and think about that for a moment. We use the
Like it or not, the Seventh-day Adventist Church has been

word “Inquisition” today, but that doesn’t capture half of the

given a set of messages to deliver to the world that by today’s

drama, half of the historic blood-lust, gleefully, passionately

standards are woefully politically incorrect. Among other

exhibited – pope in, pope out, for over 1,000 sickening years

things these messages amplify the biblical reasons why

by the Roman Catholic Church! Part of the ignorance of this

Protestant Reformers like Wycliffe, Hus, Jerome, Luther, Knox,

Holocaust is a result, I and others argue, of the deliberate

Calvin, Wesley, Spurgeon, Guinness and others identified the

dumbing-down of our planet. America might have her First

Roman Catholic Church as the antichrist power predicted in

Amendment – “Congress shall make no law respecting an

the Bible. This is the power that would “think to change times

establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise

and laws” (Daniel 7:25) and in fulfillment of that prophecy, set

thereof” – but who remembers the magnitude of the sys-

about to deliberately, blasphemously, switch the Sabbath to

tematic slaughter that precipitated it?

Sunday. This is the power that would “wear out the saints of
the Most high!” This is the power that, just before Jesus

Our newest release, which you can freely watch at our

comes the 2nd time, will play a key role in the final wave of re-

website, explores these issues and highlights the extent to

ligious persecution predicted to engulf our planet.

which the current leadership of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church seems prepared to go in an effort at apologizing to

Misunderstanding these messages (or perhaps under-

Rome and re-writing history. Her latest piece of subterfuge?

standing them all too well) on December 16th, 2012, Pastor

This book: The Great Hope. Beware of it. God willing I’ll tell

Richard Ho Lung actually wrote an editorial in the Gleaner

you more when next I come to Jamaica.

that bore the headline
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